Wackiest White House Pets

White House pets come in every size, shape, and species. What are some of the pets that belong to the world's most powerful men and their families? John Quincy Adams' alligator liked to slither across the White House steps and was fond of chasing the guests! Thomas Jefferson took walks around the garden with his pet grizzly bears! James Buchanan received a herd of elephants from the King of Siam! William Howard Taft, who was fond of creamy fresh milk, kept a milk cow in the kitchen! With comical anecdotes and hilarious illustrations, here is a side-splitting look at American history.

My Personal Review:
- 2004 PARENTS CHOICE GOLD AWARD -

For The Animal Lover... This inspired picture book for ages 7 to 10 tells the true stories of such bizarre presidential beasts as Jefferson's grizzlies and Van Burn's tiger cubs.

- PEOPLE MAGAZINE - (Dec. 2004)

Election Selections... Animal lovers in the family will enjoy author Gibbs Davis and illustrator David A. Johnsons WACKIEST WHITE HOUSE PETS, a collection that includes Thomas Jefferson's grizzly bears - a gift from explorers Lewis and Clark - Andrew Johnson's mice and, of course, best-selling author Millie Bush, the first President Bush's springer spaniel. Its hard not to laugh at such great illustrations as Millie with a laptop and Woodrow Wilson's sheep mowing the White House lawn.

- NEW YORK POST - (Oct. 2004)

For More 5 Star Customer Reviews and Lowest Price:
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